Despite the demonstrated benefits of improvement programs such as total quality management and reengineering, most improvement programs end in failure. Companies have found it extremely difficult to sustain even initially successful process improvement programs. Even more puzzling, successful improvement programs sometimes worsen business performance, triggering layoffs, low morale, and the collapse of commitment to continuous improvement. We term this phenomenon the ‘Improvement Paradox.’ For the last four years, we have worked with a variety of firms to understand the paradox and design policies to overcome it. Our findings suggest that the inability to manage an improvement program as a dynamic process is the main determinant of program failure. Improvement programs are tightly coupled to other functions and processes in the firm, and to the firm’s customers, suppliers, competitors and capital markets. Failure to account for the feedbacks among these tightly coupled activities leads to unanticipated and often harmful side effects. We describe these dynamics and offer some guidance for managers seeking to design sustainable process improvement programs. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved

Introduction

Process improvement has become an imperative for businesses seeking competitive advantage, yet it is disturbing how few organizations make lasting and successful use of process improvement tools such as total quality management and reengineering. These tools should help to raise productivity, boost quality and enhance competitiveness. However, quality programs often struggle to gain initial acceptance and to sustain continuous improvement (US General Accounting Office, 1991; Young, 1991a, b). Despite the demonstrated benefits of many improvement techniques, most attempts by companies to use them have ended in failure (Easton and Jarrell, 1998). In fact, companies have found it extremely difficult to sustain even initially successful process improvement programs. Even more puzzling, successful improvement programs have sometimes led to declining business performance, causing layoffs, low morale, and the collapse of commitment to continuous improvement. We term this phenomenon the ‘Improvement Paradox.’

If improvement tools were ineffective it would be easy to explain their low use. The evidence, however, does not support that explanation. Firms that win quality awards have higher share-holder returns (Hendricks and Singhal, 1996). Easton and Jarrell (1998) found that among the top 1000 publicly-held companies in the United States, firms with well developed quality programs significantly outperform their counterparts in profitability, share price and return on assets.

These large sample results are consistent with our own findings. In hundreds of hours of interviews with our partner companies, discussing both successful and unsuccessful programs, we rarely heard ‘the program was just no good.’ Typical comments on stalled or abandoned programs were ‘I believe [a particular program] is a good process. Some day I’d really like to work on a project that actually follows it’ and ‘We’ve left a lot on the table by letting this program go.’ Our findings suggest that the inability to manage an improvement program as a dynamic process — one tightly coupled to other processes in the firm and to the firm’s customers, suppliers, competitors and capital markets — is the main determina—
Internal Dynamics of Improvement Programs

Well-functioning quality programs cannot be bought, like a machine tool. No one can go out and purchase a fully functioning 6-sigma quality program. A competence in improvement must be grown organically. To do so management must grapple with three central issues. First, managers need to address the fundamental trade-off between current and future performance levels. Second, managers need to make sure that the source of commitment to ongoing improvement effort shifts from managerial actions to employee initiative. Finally, as a program succeeds, and so-called low-hanging fruit is harvested, managers need to adapt their improvement tools and manage expectations for continued gains.

Fundamental Improvement Trade-Off

Process improvement theorists assert that the employees doing a job are the best-informed experts and should be responsible for identifying improvement opportunities and implementing changes (Deming, 1986; Ishikawa, 1985; Juran, 1969). Accordingly, most improvement initiatives rely on the employees who perform the day-to-day work both to guide the improvement program and make the actual improvements. The rationale behind this strategy is two-fold. First, employees already understand their process, reducing data collection and diagnosis time. Second, employees have a strong interest in implementing changes when they develop the proposals themselves. Deming (1986) argued, in what he called the ‘productivity chain’, that resources freed up by productivity gains should be reinvested into the search for still greater improvements, creating self-reinforcing feedback stimulating continuous improvement. Operationally, effort allocated to improvement raises productivity, boosting process throughput, thereby lowering production pressure and yielding still more time for improvement (loop R1 in Figure 1). An organization that reinvests early improvement gains in further improvement effort creates a powerful positive feedback that generates ever-greater gains in quality and productivity.

However, reliance on operating employees to guide and implement improvement can limit the reinforcing process of the productivity chain. Imagine a quality program designed to reduce defects and boost usable output. It takes time for improvement effort to bear fruit. Therefore, the first effect of an increase in improvement effort is a reduction in the time employees can devote to throughput. The short run effect of improvement effort is a decline in output, exactly the opposite of the goal. As throughput falls, pressure to work harder builds. Employees faced with high pressure to meet throughput goals will be forced to cut back the time devoted to improvement, boosting output but stalling productivity and quality growth (the ‘effort squeeze’ loop B1 in Figure 1). A manager in one plant we studied captured the dilemma clearly:

In the minds of the [operations team leaders] they had to hit their pack counts [daily quotas]. This meant if you were having a bad day and your yield had fallen... you had to run like crazy to hit your target. You could say ‘you are making 20% garbage, stop the line and fix the problem’, and they would say, ‘I can’t hit my pack count without running like crazy.’ They could never get ahead of the game. (Repenning and Sterman, 1997)

To overcome the quandary, process improvement advocates discouraging numerical throughput quotas
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